
Historians will no doubt write numerous books about a
few short weeks in the UK summer of 2016 and reflect
on just how and why it all happened. This desire for
change is moving to the UK final salary pension
landscape. Legacy scheme issues have been talked
about for a generation but at Pi Partnership Group we
believe it needs a catalyst for talk to become action.

Roger Cooper will be sharing why we are launching a
new trustee company “ Evolution Trustees”. Designed
specifically for smaller closed schemes, Evolution
Trustees is about turning the theory into a reality. As
professional trustees we will proactively manage the
scheme to allow the sponsor to obtain the best
possible buyout price for its pension liabilities and
ensure that members’ benefits are secured.

Our aim is to:
• Agree a strategy with the sponsor
• Remove costs and risks of running the scheme on

an ongoing basis as quickly as possible
• Provide strong budget management
• Transact when it is appropriate for the sponsor’s

business.

As part of our proactive approach Evolution Trustees
will work with selected partners to ensure our
sponsors and schemes have access to quality
streamlined support. One of these partners will be
Creative Wealth Management and their MD, Craig
Harrison, will outline their transfer service and how it
can form part of a programme of liability reduction
exercises.

Seminar details:

 1¼ hours of PMI CPD may be recorded for 
Pi seminars, based on your assessment of 
the seminar’s value to you

 Venue:       The UK Chamber of Shipping, 
30 Park Street, London, 

SE1 9EQ

 Timings:     8.45 a.m. arrival and breakfast
9.15 a.m. - 10.20 a.m. seminar

10.30 a.m. finish and 
refreshments

We look forward to seeing you and would be
grateful if you could advise your availability by
telephoning Jennie McMurtry on 020 8879 6500
or by e-mailing us at events@piconsulting.co.uk

Please do share this invitation with any
colleagues you feel would benefit from attending.

The Launch of Evolution Trustees
A Catalyst for Change

Thursday, 8th September 2016

Amanda Burden
Pi Partnership Group

Breakfast Seminar

mailto:events@piconsulting.co.uk


Breakfast Seminar 

0845 Arrival, registration and breakfast

0915 Welcome and opening comments                               Susan Smith, Pi Partnership Group

0925 Why Evolution Trustees Roger Cooper, Evolution Trustees

0955 The new world of DB transfers Craig Harrison, Creative Wealth Management

1015 Open forum

1030 Finish and refreshments

Thursday 8th September 2016

UK Chamber of Shipping
30 Park Street
London
SE1 9EQ

Venue:

Evolution Trustees
A Catalyst for Change

Breakfast Seminar

Pi Partnership Group
2 Allington Close 

Wimbledon Village 
London SW19 5AP

Tel: 020 8879 6500 
Fax: 020 8879 6501

events@piconsulting.co.uk
www.piconsulting.co.uk
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A Catalyst for Change

Thursday, 8th September 2016
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0915 Opening comments – Susan Smith, Pi Partnership 
Group

0925 Why Evolution Trustees? – Roger Cooper, Evolution 
Trustees

1000 The new world of DB Transfers – Craig Harrison, 
Creative Wealth Management

1020 Open Forum

1030 Finish and refreshments
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70% don’t have professional trustee

80% closed to new entrants

> 3000 schemes
between £10 and 
£150 million of 
assets

60% average
Buyout 

funding level
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 1 in 7 FDs see DB liabilities as one of their greatest business 
risks

 Time commitment of senior executives

 Impact on business capital

 Impact on balance sheets

 Barrier to future sale

 Lack of perceived control
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 More options

 Greater access to information

 Obtaining helpful  advice geared to the member’s needs
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 Talked to employers

 Talked to trustees

 Talked to advisers

 ……and decided on a catalyst for change
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 3 year valuation cycle

 The power of inertia

 Wrong framework?
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 Short term focus

 No clear business plan or aligned objectives

 Current structure not decision focused

 Lack of clear ownership 
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 Agree strategic objectives and timeframe

 Apply decisive, proactive approach 

 Streamline processes

 Negotiate terms

 Transact at the right time

•

•
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Scheme statistics

Membership 70

Average age pensioners 71

Average age deferred 57

Current assets £12m

Buyout funding gap £6m

Running costs £120k pa

Time to negative cash flow 0
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 Benefit specifications

 The IRM approach

 Trustees leading advisers

 Decision making structure

 Maximising member options
 Triviality

 PIE

 Transfers
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 The company becomes more competitive

 Dividends become easier

 Management focus on business not legacy pensions

 Longer term risk removed
 economic

 legislative

 reputational

 Members can gain flexibility and security
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 Combines:
• Professional trusteeship

• Proactive approach to liability reduction

• Streamlined processes with adviser partners to maximise
efficiencies

 Meeting the needs of the company, shareholders and 
members
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Pensions:

The world 

of freedoms

For Trustees and Employers 

with Defined Benefit Schemes
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The Headlines 

“I want as many people as possible to be able to access 

their pension flexibly” 

Chancellor of the Exchequer 19th March 14

“I confess to not being able to make the remotest sense 

of pensions”

Andy Haldene Bank of England Chief Economist 28th August 2016
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Creative Benefits 

• Part of the Creative Benefits Group 

• Cii Chartered Advisers

• FCA permissions for “Advising on Pension Transfers and Pension Opt Outs” 

• Appropriate PI insurance for engaging in defined benefit transfers 
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• Main changes, FAD, UFPLS, Tax Free on death prior to 75, leave to future 

generations

• Only applies to DC plans and DB benefits must be transferred

• Regulatory oversight provided by:
• TPR – DB to DC transfers and conversions 

• FCA – COBS 19, PS15/12 

• Code of Good Practice - refers to one of project based work 

• Members have a statutory right to transfer up to 12 months before retirement 

date (12 month rule may be waived)

• CETV’s of over £30,000 must be on an advised basis 

‘Freedom and Choice’ Regime
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How Trustees and Sponsors Support Members

• Include transfer values in pre retirement statements 

• Engage members to understand all available options

• Facilitate a transfer for those who decide to take this option 

• As a minimum, Trustees should make members aware of their 

potential options at retirement.  

• Introduce flexible retirement options (FRO)
• Can be part of “business as usual” for the scheme 

• Can be run as a one off project for all deferred members over 

55. 

• Employer may opt for both. 



Trustee Requirements

• TPR – “It is not the trustees role to second guess the members individual 
circumstances and choice to transfer their safeguarded benefits”

• Must notify TPR of transfers of more than £1.5m or 5% of scheme assets

• Check member has received “appropriate independent advice from an 
authorised independent adviser” before they carry out the transfer. 

• Must check adviser has appropriate permissions for “Advising on pension 
transfer and pension opt-outs”

• If adviser is not on the register, no transfer can take place. 

• Confirm receiving scheme is an HMRC registered pension scheme 

• Retain evidence of checks for at least 6 years 

• Avoid conflicts – Principle 4 of TPR guidance
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Adviser Requirements  

• FCA requirements (COBS 19):
• The advice must be checked by a pension transfer specialist

• The advice must include a prescribed Transfer Value Analysis (TVAS)

• Advisers will also consider other factors including:
• Other Wealth and potential inheritances, health, marital status and 

dependants, attitude to risk and tax position 

• TPR requirements. To be confirmed in writing: 
• Advice has been given

• Adviser has required authorisations (PTS)

• FCA reference no of firm

• Members name and scheme name  
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Advantages of Transfer  

• Higher pension commencement lump sum

• Ability to receive income in a different profile than offered by the 

scheme

• Annuity (impaired life, fixed term, conventional)

• Taxed lump sums as required 

• Ability to leave higher portion of remaining fund to dependants 

and non dependants

• Ability to pass fund down through future generations

• Members position on insolvency potentially better under FSCS  

than under PPF

• And……. 



Transfer values are at all time highs…
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Disadvantages of Transfer

• Removal of income guarantee for member/spouse

• Individual takes on future investment risk

• Transfer value may be reduced below 100%

• Member/spouse could run out of money

• Complexity 

REGULATED ADVICE IS ESSENTIAL THROUGHOUT
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Typical Scenario

• Cautious investor, in good health, married required income in 

retirement met by the scheme, no requirement for tax free cash.  

– Advised to remain 

• Higher attitude to risk, health issues, co-habiting, with no children 

and requires maximum tax free cash. Committed expenditure in 

retirement already met by other sources of income. 

– Advised to transfer
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Flexible Retirement 

Options (FRO)
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Advantages of Transfers 

• Scheme de-risking: 

– The transfer value is the ‘cash equivalent' of the liability

– The solvency or buy-out saving can be significant

– Reducing ongoing liabilities lowers deficit funding requirements 

– Each transfer takes risk out of the scheme  

• Bring scheme closer to wind-up

• Employer reputation enhanced
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Disadvantages

• Reputational risk if not communicated/managed professionally 

• Costs both from advice to members (if meeting the cost in a 

business as usual approach) and from other advisers i.e. scheme 

actuary. 

• Risk of a low take-up

• Possible impact on scheme funding/liquidity issues 

• Are trustees liable for poor advice? 
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Creative Member Advice Process

1. Education presentations (optional) 

– Explains options and advantages and disadvantages of each 

2. Initial report

– Prepared and sent to member

– Benefit details/value/transfer value comparison

– Questionnaire (completed if moving to interview stage)

3. Telephone member Interview

– Covering personal circumstances

– All calls are recorded

4. Detailed report and recommendations covering:

– Personal circumstances, Aims and financial objectives, Attitude and tolerance to risk, TVAS 
Report, Transfer recommendation and Member-specific investment advice
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Why are we different?

• We can carry out the communication exercise as well as provide 

the advice to members. 

• “Pay as you go approach”

• We absorb costs of TVAS within our fee structure



Paying for Advice - One off Project 

• One off project 

– Employers are required to pay where “employer instigated”

– Where they, or Trustee or 3rd party write out to  members that 

“encourage, persuade or induce a request to transfer”

– No benefit in kind to member

– Allowable deduction for corporation tax purposes for employer

• Employer has a choice:

– Can work with a selected adviser. If the employee choses a separate 

adviser the employer has no obligation to pay for that advice.

– Employer agrees to pay for advice that the member obtains from any 

adviser with no cap on the cost. 



Paying for Advice - Business as usual 

• Employer not required to pay for advice if simply sending out “routine

communications”

• Transfer value as part of members annual benefit statement counts as

routine.

• Can help member with advisory costs in full or in part.

• Treasury currently consulting on increasing the tax exemption for

employer sponsored advice from £150 to £500 from April 2017.

• Advice paid for up to this level would confer no benefit in kind on a

current or ex employee.
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Insistent Member 

• If our advice is not to transfer, the member can insist by citing, for 

example, personal choice or circumstances

• It is still possible for the transfer to proceed subject to:

– Client putting reasons for transfer in their own words

– Our internal compliance approval 

– Adherence to FCA guidelines

– A member discharge

– A spouse discharge



Case Study

• Shipping brokerage – with DB scheme

• Retained as part of ‘business as usual’ should retiring members require 

advice. 

• Since appointment at start of 2016, 8 members have been seen and all 

have resulted in recommendations to transfer.

• Total transfer values paid out £2,801,000 
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 Future seminar dates for your diary:

 Thursday, 24th November 2016
 Thursday, 23rd February 2017
 Thursday, 18th May 2017
 Thursday, 7th September 2017

 If you have any suggestions for future seminar 
topics, please let us know
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 We would welcome your feedback on:
 Subject

 Content

 Format of session

 Time

 Venue

 Arrangements

 Please email us at feedback@piconsulting.co.uk
or via the seminar page on our website 
www.piconsulting.co.uk

mailto:feedback@piconsulting.co.uk
http://www.piconsulting.co.uk/
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